Spring's arrival invites hope, or freshens memories, of the renewal of life and love. That is, until one encounters the Horatian tradition of spring poems. For as Gregson Davis has recently reminded us, Horace's carpe diem poems do not involve simply an injunction to enjoy life.
I would like to inject a little cheerfulness into this bleak viewat least in so far as it concerns one ode, the well-known solvitur acris hiems (Carmen 1.4). The poem fits well Davis' general scheme: the description of spring (1-12) inspires sudden insight into mortality (13) (14) (15) , an insight which then introduces an enumeration of earthly pleasures that will soon be lost (18) (19) ). Yet, contrary to Davis' claims, the poet here does not follow a simple progression from psychological conflict to convivial resolution. An analysis of the thematic development, imagery, syntax, and meter of the poem renders a more optimistic reading, one that paradoxically discovers new life in the very contemplation of death. For the poem asserts that, although the individual lives of human beings may not renew themselves like the seasons, the combined life of humanity does. The poem's dominant metaphor of seasonal change, rather than providing a negative comparandum, in fact allows the reader to recover some of the hope that the poem would seem expressly to deny. And outside the world of the poem, this alternative vision of reality has ramifications for contemporary Roman politics. For, as I shall demonstrate after an analysis of the ode's formal elements, Horace's representation of temporal progression and seasonal change provides a counterpoint to the historical realities confronting the poem's addressee, Lucius Sestius, suffect consul of 23 B.C.E., the year in which Horace published his first three books of Odes. * * * Rings and cycles dominate the ode's formal elements. On a structural level, the unfolding of the poem's themes suggests ring composition. As the ode opens, the arrival of spring causes human beings-the sailor, the herder, and the plowman-to resume work. The second four-line group leaves this human reality to show the gods both at play-Venus dances with her train of Nymphs and Graces-as well as at work-Vulcan inspects the forge of the Cyclopes. In the poem's central quatrain (lines 9-12), humans meet the divine, as garlanded banqueters propitiate the god Faunus. With the startling arrival of death, pallida Mors, at line 13, the union of divine and human continues, although this time the action is reversed: humans are sought by the gods. Death, the Manes, and Pluto overwhelm the ode's addressee Sestius.
2 Yet despite this disruption of lively activity, the poem does not end with death. Instead, it adheres to its dominant metaphor, the renewal of the seasons; and a new cycle closes the ode as banqueting imagery heralds the renewal of love and sex. One may schematize the poem's thematic development as follows:
1-4 humans work > 5-8 gods play > gods work > 9-12 humans at "play" meet gods > 13-17 gods at "work" meet humans > 18-20 humans play
In the poem, the alternation of subject between the divine and the human and between work and play echoes the theme of change anticipated in the first verse (vice) and so suggests the alternation of the seasons. The progression creates what I would call an "open-ended ring composition." In other words, although the subject-matter comes around full circle, back to human beings, the final image contains potential to continue a new circle. For the poem ends by highlighting the springtime of a young person's life.
Other aspects of the poem's imagery develop in a similar series of antitheses. Ideas of release and constriction alternate: the loosening of winter (solvitur. 1) prompts the celebration of joined divinities (iunctae: 6), and of humans whose heads are "shackled" (impedire: 9) by the products of the freshly loosened earth (solutae: 10). With the subject of Death introduced, images of restraint recur (yetat: 15; premet: 16), only to be forgotten in the final distich, where Lycidas and his lovers escape the confines of Hades. Conflicting notions of release and constraint also occur within the verb forms of the single word decere. As part of the divine response to spring, the Graces provide with their vigorous dancing a "suitably charming" accompaniment (decentes: 6).
3 In reference to human activity, by contrast, the word At the end of this paper I shall account for the poem's ambivalent representation of spring by focusing on the ode's historical addressee, Lucius Sestius. 3 The adjective decens, first found in Horace (who uses it seven times), literally means "fitting" or "suitable," but soon acquired the meaning "beautiful, cha rming" (TLL 5.1.136.12-52). When applied to bodily movement, as here applied to the dancing Graces, the adjective suggests those types of gesture and motion "appropriate" to the occasion at hand (similar examples to that in Horace are listed at TLL 5.1.135.29-30, 57-60). Hence decentes here is not simply "a rather austere word for 'lovely' " (Nisbet/Hubbard [above, n.2] 65). Rather, the word introduces the idea of propriety both in nature and in human custom that is a common motif of the carpe diem poems and that will be further elaborated by the repeated use of decet at lines 9-11. adopts a more restrained tone, as it describes in an impersonal construction the dutiful propriety of both the feast and the sacrifice to Faunus (<decet: 9, 11). Light and dark also interchange regularly in the ode. The first four-line group, describing the disappearance of fields bright with snow (canis albicant pruinis: 4), precedes the next quatrain's darkness, as implied in the reference to an overhanging moon (5) and a subterranean workshop (7-8). Daylight then follows, as it shines off a head glistening with perfumes (nitidum: 9) and creates shady groves (in umbrosis . . . lucis: 11). In the poem's final eight lines, brightness again fades with the description of Death's pallor (13) and the night of the underworld (nox: 16). Thirdly, the poem displays successive images of heat and cold. Beginning with the explicit dichotomies of the first line (acris x grata, hiems x veris), contrasting pairs recur later in the poem (igni x pruinis: 3-4; ardens x pallida: 8, 13), to culminate in the final distich with the conquest of heat (calet, tepebunt). These series of shifts serve to underscore further the theme of change announced in the poem's opening line. 4 The alternating patterns inherent to the natural world dominate the ode's imagery and contribute to the ambiguous reception of spring depicted elsewhere in the poem: labor must resume after winter's "joyfuF leisure (neque iam . . . gaudet: 3); Faunus must be propitiated with the death of a young animal (11-12); and the Cyclopes manufacture the fearful thunderbolts that had threatened humanity in the preceding two odes of Horace's collection (7-8; cf. 1.2.2-4, 1.3.39-40).
These sets of contrasts are underscored by Horace's manipulation of syntax and verse enjambment. In the poem's opening twelve lines, each of the twelve finite verbs occurs in the present tense. The repetition of iam (3, 5) and nunc (9, 11) further situates the varied movements of spring in one immediate and unified "now." The sequence culminates in the arrival of pallida Mors (13), who shatters this emphatic "now" by prompting a gnomic warning to remember mortality: "the short span of life prevents us from initiating far-off plans" (vitae summa brevis spem nos vetat incohare longam). The epigrammatic utterance is the poem's last end-stopped sentence. From this point on, syntax and order become disrupted as Death destroys the careful grouping of couplets and four-line sense units in the preceding lines.
5 As a means of emphasizing the powerlessness of human beings in the face of death, the verb used to describe Sestius' descent to the underworld-mearis-deprives its subject of active agency. Before Horace the word occurs most often in Lucretius, where it normally describes the movement of inanimate aspects of nature such as sound, air, and light; in the rare instances in which the verb describes a person's movement, the motion is unstructured and indefinite. 6 Hence its employment here situates Sestius as a toy of external forces.
Sestius' powerlessness is further highlighted by the grammar, as the dramatic time transfers from the present to the future. The main verbs after Death's arrival-premet (16), sortiere (18), and mirabere (19)-all describe the consequences of Sestius' mortality. Once dead, he can no longer be magister bibendi at the banquet; nor will he be able to admire his beloved Lycidas. The grammar of the lines mirrors their sense, and so effects the death of their subject: the future verb-forms exclude Sestius from the present and lively action of the first three quatrains and place him in the constricting realm of death. Replacing him in life is the grammatical subject of the poem's final present tense (calet), the passionate iuventus. This removal of the addressee from the ode's closing images receives further emphasis through the altered use of the temporal particles iam (16) and nunc (20), which point not to Sestius' immediate pleasures but to his imminent deprivation: iam te premet nox ("soon night will press upon you": 16); quo [sc. Lycida] calet iuventus / nunc omnis ("every young guy is hot for Lycidas now": 19-20). The enjambment of nunc in the latter example is especially emphatic and unexpected, since each previous occurrence of iam and nunc has occupied first position in its clause. The repeated temporal particles guarantee the recurrence of love and passion even after Sestius' death. This new cycle will involve new actors. A similar recasting of a poem's setting occurs in Carmen 1.9, the so-called Soracte ode. In this poem, the speaker's injunctions to the young addressee Thaliarchus conjure up the boy's future, thereby effectively removing the speaker himself from the poem's closing scenes (1.9.18-24). In both poems, the final images recall the imminent pleasures of a youth (Thaliarchus; Lycidas) that have already been enjoyed by a member of the preceding generation (the speaker of 1.9; Sestius), but they are pleasures which the speaker can now reexperience only through recollection. 7 In each poem, the older generation is denied access to the final scenes in order to make way for the younger. (14), following as it does the somber reminder of death's impartiality to a mortal's wealth (regum . . . turris), becomes heavily ironic as Horace exploits both lexical possibilities of the word, "wealthy" and "happy." The poet proceeds to describe Sestius' new infernal home as poor (exilis), and further ironizes the status of this future abode through the oxymoronic juxtaposition of Plutonia, with its ambiguous meanings "belonging to Pluto (god of the underworld)" and "belonging to Plutus (god of wealth)."
8 Like the kings of line 14, Sestius too will lose his realms of pleasure-wine (regna vini) and love (tenerum Lycidan). On a literary level, these two elements constitute important features of the generic banquet, and so recall the action of the third quatrain, where celebrants wreathe their anointed heads in an unquestionably convivial context. Following the conventions of the genre, these reminders of mortality should prompt the addressee to enjoy drinking and boys while he is still alive.
Yet even if one were to grant that generic convention demands a carpe diem response to the situation outlined for 1.4, one must still confront what this particular poem is saying. I have noted above how the nonsubordinate tenses in the ode proceed from present to future, thereby denying Sestius access to the eternal joys of spring. This tense sequence resurfaces in miniature in the relative clause closing the poem, a clause that concentrates entirely on the future of young Lycidas and, in keeping with the cyclical imagery, is itself expressed in a circular, chiasmic order (verb-subject-adverb x adverb-subject-verb: calet iuventus / nunc . . . mox virgines tepebunt). New cycles of passion replace the outmoded love of Sestius. With Sestius now effectively confined to Hades by the grammar, other men emerge to take pleasure in Lycidas. The subordinated verb form in line 19-calet-rescues the reader from Hades by offering a new present, a present subsequent to the life of Sestius. The poem's final three words then describe the next stage in Lycidas' sexual maturity, as the male suitors become displaced by desirous young women: mox virgines tepebunt. Just as Sestius must now yield, so too will the For puns on the underworld that are as elliptical as Horace's, see Soph. OT 30 (Hades is "enriched"-*>.o\)'cl(;ETai--with lamentation), and Naevius' epitaph, where the poet is described as Oreo traditus thesauro (Gcll.1.24.2).
young men soon give way, when Lycidas reaches the time for marriage and fatherhood. 9 In terms of cycles, tepebunt, the final word of the poem, is telling. Meaning "to grow warm," the verb recalls the ode's first word, solvitur, which describes winter yielding to the warmth of spring. The young new world of the final relative clause seems to provide relief from the unsettling intrusion of Death, in the same way spring provides relief from the harshness of winter. But this is a poem emphasizing change. Just as spring's onset contains hints of foreboding, so too does the verb tepere prompt further reflection. As a denominative verb related to the words tepor and tepidus, tepere literally means "to be lukewarm." Yet the precise translation of the future of this verb into English depends on whether the state described as tepor is reached from a lower temperature ("to grow warm") or a higher ("to grow cool").
10 Two considerations demand that we understand both possible meanings of the verb simultaneously. First, the presence of calet would imply that tepebunt describes more than simply the same event in the future. In changing subjects, Horace has also chosen to change verbal notions. Second, the tension resulting from the choice of tepebunt suggests rising and waning passions, and thereby creates a further cycle in the poem. With one word, Horace captures both the initial sexual excitement of the virgines and their eventual, inevitable, waning of interest.
11 The parallel movement of the poem's verbal tenses (from present to future) and the shifting ambiguity of tepebunt (from present desire to future ambivalence) replicate the poem's central metaphor. The poet mirrors the earlier main tense sequence of present to future not only with the poem's final subordinate clause but even with its final word; in so doing, he represents the life of human beings as a constantly evolving succession. Love for Lycidas moves from the lover Sestius to his younger male contemporaries, then, in turn, to the virgines, who will subsequently lose interest.
The final stage of Lycidas' sexual maturity involves, fittingly, young women, as he approaches the age to marry and beget children. Carmen 4.7 (diffugere nives), whose pattern of thought is frequently compared to that of 1.4, also has its closing image in Hades.
12 The concluding lines of this later poem, however, rather than concentrate on continuing love, lament how piety and friendship become futile in the face of death: "for Diana doesn't free the chaste Hippolytus from hell's shadows, nor does Theseus have the strength to break the Lethean chains binding his dear Perithous" (infernis neque enim tenebris Diana pudicum / liber at Hippolytum, / nec Lethaea valet Theseus abrumpere caro / vincula Perithoo: 4.7.25-28). Death in 1.4, on the contrary, abruptly terminates the poem's celebration of spring and shifts focus to future generations among the living. This ode's final image stresses not finality but the continuity of human existence. The allusion to sexual reproduction in the warming of the young girls recalls the appearance earlier in the poem of the gods Faunus and Venus. The sacrifice to Faunus of a young animal is intended, ironically, to ensure the continued propagation of the flocks; similarly, the sacrifice of a kid renews the glistening spring of Carmen 3.13 (o fons Bandusiae). Just as these sacrificial deaths effect renewal, so too can Lycidas' maturity continue only after the removal of Sestius. In another allusion to renewal, Venus emerges in the ode's fifth line as the Lucretian genetrix, a symbol of the new spring's fertility. 13 From this single image of Venus initiating the rites of spring arises the associated ideas of birth and nurture, as subsequent lines depict the earth producing flowers and myrtle, Venus' sacred plant (10). Notions of recurrence and renewal are further suggested by the presence of the moon, a frequent Horatian symbol of change and a celestial body linked by the ancients with fertility and rejuvenation.
14 These two figures-Venus and the moon-have replaced, respectively, the Artemis and sun of Horace's Callimachean model for lines 5-7. 15 It is now possible to understand why. Both Venus and the moon, symbols pregnant with significations, contribute to the poem's theme of rebirth.
The cyclical arrangements of theme, imagery, and syntax are framed in a meter unique to the Odes, but appropriate to 1.4. This meter, traditionally called the Third Archilochian, takes the following form in Horace:
The first half of each distich proceeds in a forward movement consisting of four dactyls followed by three trochees. The steadily increasing momentum of this verse-the shorts are never resolved after the third dactyl-becomes checked in the second line as the rhythm reverses itself to a predominantly iambic movement. This regular reversal parallels the poem's central metaphor. For within every two-line group, the meter turns back on itself, just as each season gives way to the next. This apparent conflict between rhythms, however, becomes resolved by the end of each distich. Since the second, iambic line is catalectic, it concludes after the main caesura with an ithyphallic (-u -u --), a rhythm identical to that following the diaeresis of every first line. Hence one hears a continual alternation in the poem's rhythm between conflict (at the middle of each distich) and resolution (at the end). This alternation, I would claim, represents at a thematic level the relaxation of the psychological tension that the poem invokes by contrasting the cyclical illusion of seasonal progression with the linear reality of human mortality. This contrast, seemingly inherent in the ode's central metaphor, is especially called into question by the ode's closing rhythm. For in the poem's final four lines, where the poet speaks of the generations subsequent to Sestius' death, the regularity of the rhythm receives more emphasis than the tension, as the ithyphallic in the first line of the distich not only follows a word break, but initiates a change in syntax introduced by the repeated word quo (quo simul mearis: 18; quo calet iuventus: 20). In the meter, then, the creation of order out of conflict reflects the poet's own corrective regarding the validity of the poem's central antinomy. The meter of the ode, which at first seems to mimic the disjunction of the controlling metaphor, in fact ultimately presents a coherent and unifying rhythm. The precise responsion terminating each half of the distich encourages one to consider coherence in the poem at levels other than the metrical.
The formal components of Carmen 1.4 have conspired to offer a conception of time that is unusual for a carpe diem ode. A recent study of the portrayal of time in Roman culture has examined the popularity of two conflicting but coexistent models of how the Romans perceived their relationship to temporal progression. 16 Both models seem to occur in Horace's lyrics. In the first, time plays an active role as it moves past the stationary individual. One frequently encounters this conception in Horace, especially in those poems in which the ephemeral nature of life receives special stress. The emphasis on time's agency underscores the helpless passivity of humans: eheu fugaces, Postume, Postume, labuntur anni (2.14.1-2; cf. 1.11.7-8; 3.29.48; passim) . In the second temporal model, on the other hand, time is represented as an immobile object which the active individual goes forth to meet. 17 This model occurs rarely in Horace's odes-a possible exception being one's inevitable movement to Hades and the underworld, a movement which could also be construed as spatial rather than temporal (quo simul mearis: 1.4.17; 4.7.14. The movement can also be figured as passive: omnes eodem cogimur [2.3.25]). Both paradigms-of time either in a fixed position or in motion-present an essentially pessimistic notion of temporal progression. Advancement, either of time or in time, becomes construed as linear and finite, a goal-oriented movement that can have only one result for the individual-death. Odes 1.4, however, offers a third model. For this poem situates time in relation not to a solitary figure but to the collectivity of individuals who constitute humanity. As a result, time and human existence proceed simultaneously, allowing no possibility for finitude or termination. The immortality of humanity, by this model, resides not in its components but in its collective succession of generations. In keeping with the other aspects of the poem as I have described them, perhaps one might best describe this progression of both humanity and time as a series of interconnected circles. Each circle would then represent, in the case of humanity, generational reproduction and, in the case of time, seasonal cycles. In Odes 1.4, the human generations are indeed, as Homer's Glaukos asserts, like those of the leaves-the leaves may scatter seasonally, but the living tree ensures perpetual renewal (//. 6.146-148) . From the potentially pessimistic contemplation of an individual's ephemerality, Horace follows Glaukos in stepping back, to find solace in the continuity of generational succession.
The poem's alternative model of time, together with its countercurrents of joy and foreboding, of death and rebirth, may have particular relevance for the historical situation of Horace's "blessed Sestius." In the remainder of my discussion, I would like to speculate on the compositional circumstances of this ode. Although external evidence is meager, the unique use of cyclical metaphor in 1.4 suggests that a particular historical circumstance underlies Horace's treatment of seasonal change.
The addressee of the poem undoubtedly represents Lucius Sestius, suffect consul of 23 B.C.E., the year Odes 1-3 were published. Despite this commonly accepted identification, however, critics normally maintain that the poem solvitur acris hiems has no connection with contemporary politics.
18 Yet the poem's placement after the odes addressed to Maecenas, Augustus, and Vergil suggests that this fourth poem, addressed to a prominent contemporary, should also be treated as more than a simple occasional piece. Indeed, by offering an optimistic conception of humanity's relation to time, the poem allows Horace to stage an alternative to Sestius' political destiny.
In 23 B.C.E., Augustus resigned from the consulship he had held continuously for the previous eight years and chose Lucius Sestius as his replacement for the six months remaining in the term. Ancient historians praise the liberality of Augustus' choice: Sestius had been a close adherent to the assassin Brutus, and continued to remain steadfastly loyal even after Brutus' death (Dio 53.32.4; App. BC 4.51). The move seemed a clearly calculated signal from Augustus of his willingness to incorporate former adversaries into the newly emerging political structure. In light of these historical events, scholars customarily date Horace's address to Sestius, embedded in an ode to spring, to this same year, 23 B.C.E.
19 Accordingly, the seasonal change marked in the poem's opening lines has been interpreted as a metaphor for political change, one that signals a "general allusion to the milder political climate." 20 This suggestion quite likely contains a kernel of truth. Yet it does not consider how the poem itself plays out the implications of its central metaphor. For the springtime of 1.4, as I have noted above, is not entirely mild. Foreboding occupies the ode's first twelve verses, and the poem closes with the temporal displacement and figural death of Sestius. The spring of Carmen 1.4, and its metaphorical equivalent in Augustus' second settlement, does involve a celebration of renewal, but it is a celebration tempered by uncertainty.
The poem's apprehensive joy mirrors events that had affected Sestius and Rome. Sestius had the privilege of receiving the consulship from Augustus despite-or more likely because of-the fact that approximately twenty years earlier he had been among those proscribed after Philippi (App. BC 4.51). The same pro-Republican attitude that had almost cost him his life also, according to one source, allowed him to acquire the suffect consulship (Dio 53.32.4). Part of the inspiration of 1.4 may stem from Horace's reflections on this dramatic change in Sestius' situation. Memories of what could have beenand of what could be-would help explain the ambivalence with which the poet greets the onset of spring in this ode.
21
Recent events not directly connected with Sestius may also have affected the ambiguity of 1.4's opening movements. The year 23 witnessed a conspiracy against Augustus' life, the details of which are preserved only in bare outline. An alleged participant in the affair was the co-consul with whom Augustus had begun the year, Licinius Murena, Maecenas' brother-in-law and a man known for his outspokenness (Dio 54.3.4). Murena was to be executed for his complicity in the plot. The significance of the conspiracy for an appreciation of Horace's poetry lies in the commonly accepted identification of Murena with the Licinius of Carmen 2.10-rectius vives, Licini, 22 This ode to Licinius can be most plausibly dated to the first half of 23, between the time when Murena mysteriously left the consulship and when he was implicated in the conspiracy against Augustus. In 2.10, Murena provides a cogent example of what can happen if a consul does not respect proper limits-"lightning bolts strike the tops of mountains" (2.10.11-12: feriunt. . . summos / fulgura montis). Similarly, during Sestius' spring, the Nymphs and Graces dance vigorously, unconscious of the thunderbolts being manufactured underground (1.4.5-8).
Another recent event could also be informing the poet's mode of presentation. In the early part of 23, Augustus had become so ill that death seemed certain (Dio 53. 23 Yet an attempt to pinpoint further the reasons for Horace's ambivalence would be misguided. In a year that saw Augustus' life threatened by both illness and conspiracy, that witnessed the removal of a consul with close familial ties to one of Augustus' chief advisers and the creation of another who had once belonged to the official opposition, it does not seem helpful to represent Horace's work as displaying a single discrete political ideology. For the axis along which Horace moves in 1.4 should be marked not by the extremes of "Republican" and "Augustan" but by those of "public" and "private." In light of recent events, Horace turns in the fourth poem of his first book from the political to the personal.
The closing images of Carmen 1.4 celebrate cyclical recurrence in the private life of love and propagation. The political life, by comparison, has a short, linear existence. The commonplace occupying the poem's fifteenth line-vitae summa brevis spem nos vetat incohare longam-receives an added dimension when one considers Sestius' situation at the presumed date of composition. He should not plan to achieve too much in his suffect consulship; the six months allotted will hardly allow him even to lay the foundations for any substantial undertaking. The poem enjoins him instead to retreat from the political. The option offered is the world of Lycidas.
For Horace in his lyrics, the succeeding generation exercises a double modality. Most frequently, the poet's conception of it is negative. The members of the next generation are represented as nameless heirs, whose sole interest lies in acquiring their predecessors' wealth (e.g., 2.3.20; 2.14.25; 4.7.19). In 1.4, on the contrary, no such role is played by Lycidas, the figure in the poem occupying the structural position of heres by serving as a human link between the addressee's own life and the experiences from which Death shall exclude him. Lycidas, unlike these heirs, is distinguished by both a name and the sympathetic epithet tener. He displaces the generic and impersonal heres and, in so doing, erases the potential pessimism at the ode's end. Lycidas is indeed an heir, but only in the metaphorical sense: he will maintain Sestius' function in the society outside politics. In other odes, the heres serves to remind the addressee of the limits of life and, as a corollary, to encourage the enjoyment of one's possessions while still alive. Lycidas too plays an admonitory role, but the alternative he promotes is not the timely use of wealth, but a retreat from the political. For regardless of whether he is a fictional character or Sestius' own favorite freedman, Lycidas' Greek name and role as Sestius' beloved would certainly preclude him from any
